tax jurisdiction erp sd scn wiki sap - purpose the purpose of this page is to clarify the functionality of tax jurisdiction in sd overview in the following sections you will find information about the, fbd1 run date area last date of every months sap qa - hi i'd like to know if sap can automatically choose the last date of a month for example if my first run date is 01 02 2009 and my last run date 01 06 2009 and if, sap pra training material leading it services - sap pra training material the delivery network allocation profile to define allocation rules for a delivery network, all courses global online trainings - global online training is not affiliated or associated with sap ag global online training does not sell or distribute any sap copyrighted materials or sap idess, sap oil and gas training global online trainings - the erp for sap is oil and gas best classes with experienced certified consultant with real time scenarios services included are course materials implen, get your unspsc codes automatically or visit unspsc org - faster unspsc refresh is by far the fastest way for any organization to accurately implement unspsc today refresh delivers unspsc codes automatically to millions of, careers wise men it business solution it service - leading technology services company specializing in sap oracle Tibco infrastructure management and 24x7 support, sales tax positions available - sales tax positions available please see also credits and incentives positions income tax positions property tax positions value added tax positions, m2north find brilliant companies s - subscribers of m2north have access to useful data about each of these companies including bbbee information up to date contact details branch details gps details, our history ryan llc - we offer strategic advantages that are unmatched by ordinary accounting and consulting firms our services are not restricted by the sarbanes oxley act of 2002 so we